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A multi-million dollar proposal for contraception and abortion has been removed from the huge economic stimulus bill.
But the bill still contains funding for controversial projects.

Earlier this week Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi (D-California) vehemently defended the idea of spending millions
of dollars on birth control and abortion as part of the economic stimulus package. "Contraception will reduce costs to

the states and to the federal government," she stated on ABC. But after pro-life advocates -- including several in Congress -- cast a spotlight
on that portion of the package, it was removed. The U.S. House passed the stimulus package on Wednesday and has now passed it on to the
Senate.

However, as Wendy Wright of Concerned Women for America (CWA) points out, Planned Parenthood and others are still seeking money
through the stimulus package to reduce population and promote "safe sex" programs for youth. Wright says it does not make sense. "The
economic stimulus bill shifts the burden of the debt onto the next generation; yet if we are spending billions of more dollars in 'family planning,'
there won't be much of a next generation to pay this huge debt," she argues.
 
In a CWA press release, Wright points out the $825-billion stimulus package halts funding for abstinence education
programs while including $335 million for sexually transmitted disease (STD) education and prevention programs.
She notes that the Centers for Disease Control -- a recipient of STD education funding -- previously has used federal
funds for programs that she says "may stimulate some people, but not the economy."

"A transgender beauty pageant in San Francisco that advertised available HIV testing, that funded an event called
'Got Love? – Flirt/Date/Score' that taught participants how to flirt with greater finesse," the family advocate notes, "and
also funded events called 'Booty Call' and 'Great Sex' put on by an organization that received nearly $700,000 in
government funds."
 
Simply put, says Wright, the economic stimulus bill still funds programs that "encourage irresponsible sexual activity that increases healthcare
costs."
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